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Election con tested
Conway,- Sorenson apparently win
by Eric Wicklund -
Staff Writer
With absentee
ballots yet to be
counted, the team
of Paul Conway and
Jon Sorenson has
apparently won the
election for student
government.
The election, held
Feb. 20 and 21,
yielded an unof-
ficial tally as
follows: 795, or 57
percent, for Con-
way/Sorenson; 457,
or 33 percent, for
David Webster and Jeff Kelcourse and
139, or 10 percent, for Jason Wright and
Mark Livingston. A total of 1391
students voted.
However, according to Ed Cutting,
chairman of the Fair Election Practices
Committee, the count will not be official
until Feb. 22, at 5:01 p.m because
absentee ballots will not be counted un-
til then.
Cutting said he cohld not count the
ballots sooner because he had not receiv-
ed a list of Validine numbers registered
to record voters. Furthermore, he said he
had no money left in his budget to pay
for that
The election has also been surround-
ed by controversy, with at least one com-
plaint concerning campaign practices to
UNOFFICIAL ELECTION RESULTS
Paul Conway / Jon Sorenson 795 57%
— David Webster / Jeff Kelcourse 457 33'/.
E Jason Wright / Mark Livingston 139 10%
at the Delta Tau
Delta fraternity
house which, he
says, were not
charged to the Con-
way/Sorenson ex-
pense account.
Conway said he
would wait and
make a comment
hen he had receiv-
ed all the informa-
tion relevant to the
complaint.
Of the election,
Conway said, "We
focused our cam-
paign on the need
for student opinion
be filed, Cutting said. He also said that to be incorporated more into student
he had verified the financial statements government.
of all three parties, and that he "has "It's the keystone of our new ages-
questions with all three, especially Con- da," he said. "We highlighted issues,
way's." and did our best not to make the other
Rodney Labbe, graduate student candidates issues themselves."
senator and second place candidate in Webster, who came in second place
last year's student government election, with running mate Kelcourse, said, "I'd
said of this election: "This is one of the like to thank all the people who helped
filthiest campaigns on record." us with our campaign. It was fun, and
There were several "unethical" prac- I'd do it again tomorrow."
tiers, including "missing newspapers, Wright, who finished in third place
character assassinations, complications with Livingston, said, "We tried our best
involving the police and lying," he and didn't really get the votes."
said. "I with the new people luck, He said there have been many allega-
because they're going to need it." tions concerning the campaign practices
Harry Tucci, former FEPC chairman, of all three parties, and that he may file
said he will file a cpn:plaint concerning a protest "on a matter of principle" con-
advertising expenses for a closed part. (see ELECTION page 31
MPAC protests El Salvador killing
by Chuck Morris
Staff Writer
The Maine Peace ACtion Committee
held a demonstration at 12:30 p.m.
Thursday in the Memorial Union. The
demonstration, called Central America
Maneuvers for Peace-in, symbolized the
killing of innocent civilians in El
Salvador, a MPAC member said.
Steve Gray said the purpose of
CAMP-in was to make the campus com-
munity aware of U.S. military action in
Central America.
The United States has been engaged
in Navy and Army maneuvers, called Big
Pine III, off the coast of Honduras since
Members of the Maine Peace Action Committee participating in Tburs-
day's ( mina America Manuevers for Peace-in. (Murowski photo)
Feb. II. History Professor Howard ing on in El Salvador," Gray said.
Schonberger said these maneuvers. "The pilots are Salvadorian, but
which will last for three months, are the everything else is American. The
biggest and largest in U.S. history. He American people are paying for the
said for the first time tanks will be used planes, the training of the pilots and the
along with 45,000 troops. equipment. It comes out of our tax
"In short, the United States looks for dollars.
a military victory in El Salvador," "Our money is going to kill innocent
Schonberger said. "We oppose the pre- civilians in El Salvador who are only try-
sent U.S. policy, ins to feed themselves. We, the citizens
"The action we're looking for is to put of America, are responsible for the boom-
pressure on our congressional delegates bing of innocent people. Do we really
from Maine." Sv:honberger said, want our money to go to the killing of
Gray said if the American people people in El Salvador?" Gray said.
knew the extent of the U.S. intervention Schonberger said there are similarities
in Central America they would oppose between the military action in El
President Reagan's military policy. Salvador and the U.S. intervention in
"There's bombing and napalming go- Vietnam.
"The American people simply didn't
recognize what was happening in Viet-
nam," Schonberger said. "Now, there
is more understanding about what is go-
ing on in El Salvador, but the Reagan ad-
ministration is deceiving Congress and
the people by hiding military aid in the
form of economic aid. The government
is lying to us."
Gray said Salvadorians should have
the right to fight for their freedom.
"We feel the extensive intervention is
a violation of our own Constitution and
Salvadorians right for Ire tc sm, " Gray
said. "Salvadorians should iiv.se the right
to determine their future like Americans
did in 1776.
"We don't want tv wait until
Americans come back in wooden crates
before the American people start pro-
testing," Gray said.
The Reserve Officers' Training Corps
services were not informed about
CAMP-in and did not comment.
Three
new board
presidents
elected
by Eric Wicklund
Staff Writer
While student government and
General Student Senate seats were
being voted on in the two-day elec-
tion race, UMO students also
voted for presidents for the Off-
Campus Board, the Inter-
Dormitory Board and the Univer-
sity of Maine Fraternity Board.
In the elections — still unofficial
because absentee ballots won't be
counted until Friday. — Susan
Couturier and Patrick Bates were
voted president and vice president
respectively of the 1D13, Chris
McEvoy and Glen Cox were
chosen for the OCR, and Mark
Morrison of Alpha Tau Omega
was voted president of the UMFB.
The team of Couturier and
Bates received 133 votes and were
uncontested in their race.
McEvoy and Cox were also un-
contested, but no official tally of
votes could be given, said Ed Cut-
ting, chairman of the Fair Election
Practices Committee_
Along with Morrison, four
other officers were chosen for the
UMFB. Brent Luke of Delta Thu
Delta was elected first vice presi-
dent, while Stephen Littlefield of
Sigma Phi Epsilon was elected se-
cond vice president. John
Tinkham of Sigma Alpha Epsilon
was elected treasurer, while Don
Marden of Phi Gamma Delta was
elected secretary.
"I'm looking forward to the
challenge," Morrison said of his
future as president of the UMFB.
"The Greeks are ready to assume
the proper place at UMO, which is
one of leadership."
2 The Datil Warne Campus Fr%cla,. Februarr. 22, 198.,'
Folklorist speaks on Indians usage of humor
bs Peter. Gray
Staff Writer
A prominent folklorist. in-rerrierrF-
brance of a Alaine 
_humorist_who-was--killed in 1952. gYoke about. his  nanse 
Aniican humor and how Indians useit to cope with varied problems Tbuty.----day ,..ight -in 100 rvitillifg .Halr-. --
Barre Toelken. a former editor of the
Journal of .4merican Folklore and cur-
rends a professor at the I:nisersits of
Oregon. honored Marshall Dodge of •
."Bert and I" fame as he spoke to about .
100 People about the humor that
character:zed the American Indian
culture through folklore „I
-There seems to exist. in ou
bida,S that the American Indian doesn't
have a _sense. Toelker. said.
-This not • E 0'.107., a 7C
.1:splayed • . • -
...H;117.07• •:
stones are an embodiment of the way the
American Indians think and Inc ,
'When a Youngster littithsolved
sexual relationship. he' o_r_she can't hao-
7die for one reason or another. bs telling
,these humOrOul-fges.. one wilFtend to
remember mmore than if it was told with -
.E.Senous_osertonm. "
Toelken, who descended from an
Eastern seafaring tamily, %a, adopted by
a Navajo family and listened to sea chan-
t ies and legends in hiOriut h. This even-
tually led him to folksingtng.
Ile is a former president of the
American Folklore Society and was a
consultant on folklore to the National
Endowment for the Arts.
- In 1976 Toellien was a consultara-to--, A-
rclidi*ves..ardsMils.'"BarecWrre T[oeollkethne N°is syrthea-itholimt..the Smithsonian Institution on Native 
American folklore. He was also a con- question one of America's leading
sultant on cultural maintenance 1W-1-5
various American Indian tribes. 
'Ibelken said. "One of the intentions
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when one tells tribal jokes is the fact
that. politically and economically, they.
are forced to get along a t h other tribes
who mat- base had . a long history of
lens Ii 'it
hrough the jokes. tribal members
can laugh at each-other, thus the tension
is eased."
Ike Northeast Archives of Folklore
and Oral History and the Marshall J.
Dodge ill Nlernorial Fund sponsored the
r
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'Bananas' popularity
polled this weekend
by Hope Kerley
Staff Writer
Alpha Phi Omega service fraternityti members will conduct a survey during
weekend Sporting events at UMO Feb.2.3-24 to determine whether the Black
Bear mascot should have a blue or ablack costume, the mascot coordinator
said.
David Giroux said survey tables will
be set up in the Memorial Gymnasium
lobby at the 3 p.m. Colgate University
versus UMO basketball games Saturday
and Sunday, and at the entrance to Al-
fond Arena for the 7:30 p.m. Boston
College versus LIMO hockey games.
AP() President Andress Graff said the
surve!,..nuTd probabls' be conducted-at
UMO sporting events until March break.
The survey would be run from the
same table APO members are selling
copies of the book The History of the
Maine Black Bear" in order to raise
mones for the mascot's new Costume.
• Election
Graff said Bananas the bear became
the UMO mascot in 1969, after Maine
state law forbade using captive wild
animals like UNIO's former mascots.
Bananas' first costume was made by the
Costume Shop in Lewiston; the current
costume comes fronkC.,Tienko Studios in
New York.
It is a tradition for an APO fraternity
member to wear the Bananas costume,
and to keep his identity secret, Graff
said.
Giroux said Bananas' current costume
cost SI,200,and that the fraternity would
be looking for "more of a deal in
durability, or maybe two outfits" for
Bananas' new costume.
"The first step is to find out what the
community wants the bear to look like.
Then we hair to raise the money for the
suit. After that we can start looking
around for someone to make it for
us." Giroux said.
cerning the budget espenses of Conway
and Sorenson.
"The guidelines are there, he said.
-We only spent $70
 on our campaign.
We'll wait and see .hat happens."
Conway said he had only one com-
ment to sum up what he and Sorenson
will he doing in the future: "You ain't
seen nothing yet."
Contested Geaeral Student Senate
seats, which were also to be decided.
2-46American Heart
IyAssociation
VVERE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE
Daniel N. Brooks, O.D.
Family Eye Care
Contact Lenses
766 Stillwater Ave
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12071 945-589/
Now Showing
Apartments for Fall
Semester
1,2,3,4,5 .Bedrooms
Walking Distance to
U.M.O.
Ekelund Properties
866-2516
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were unasailable because of the closeness
of each race and the fact that the
absentee ballots hadn't been counted yet.
Cutting said.
"We're talking margins of ten
votes " he said. "The absentee ballots
could decide these races."
Senate races at Bangor Community
College, Cutting said, were impound-
ed"because of irregularities identified M
a representative of a candidate."
One of the most difficult aspects
of phssical fitness for most people
is facing up to what must he done
to make the commitment to
Fitness, the UMO human perfor-
mance center director and pro-
fessor of education and phssieal
education said Thursday night.
Joseph Pechinski said during his
presentation "Fitness and You" in
the Bangor lounges of the
Memorial Union, "You base to
take care of what souse got, or
else it won't last as long as it has
to. It's presentative
maintenance."
Pechinski said there are two
basic types of physical fitness. per-
formance and health .'functional
fitness.
Performance fitness is training
activities relevant to an activits,
such as a sport. Examples include
skill drills for basketball plasers,
wind sprints for tennis plasers and
strength training with weights for
athletes, Pechinski said.
Functional fitness burns off
more calories than performance
fitness. It is aerobic in nature,
which means the heart is required
to pump more oxsgen than usual
and results in cardiovascular
fitness. Aerobic exercise helps fight
creeping obesity, the tendency of
adults to gain one or two pounds
per sear. 1Murawski photoi
Spring Break!! Road Trip To Florida!! i
/From $134.00 without transportation, from $20900 with transportation. Trip includes 0
your choice of hotel for 7 nights and 8 days. free beer parties and happy hours. discount 0
coupon books, and more' BOOK NOW' g
Contact Alan EdKrton, 581-4732 and Catch The Spring Break Fever!
mr
g
WE'LL PAY YOU TO GET INTO
SHAPE THIS SUMMER.
If you have at least two
years of college left, you
can spend six weeks at
our Army ROTC Basic
Camp this summer and
earn approximately $600.
And if you qualify, you
can enter the ROTC 2-Year
Program this fall and
receive up to $1.000 a
year.
But the big payoff
happens on graduation
day. That's when you
receive an officer's
commission.
So get your body in
shape (not to mention
your bank account).
Enroll in Army ROTC.
For more information,
contact your Professor of
Military Science,581-1125.
AMY-F-10TC.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
W(11W;14
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World/U.S. News
Reagan says federal farm support waning
WASHINGTON (AP) = .President
Reagan said Thursdsay night he would
not "pull the rug out ... instantly" from
the nation's farmers, but that govern-
ment agricultural programs have not
worked and he wants to return the "farm
economy into the free marketplace."
He said he plans to retain his con-
troversial budget director, David
Stockman, who angered embattled
farmers by questioning their right to
government bailouts. "I can understand
a fellow blowing his cool," Reagan
said of Stockman. Asked if he wanted
Stockman to stay on the job, Reagan
said yes.
At the first news conference of his se-
cond term in office Reagan also said his
goal in Nicaragua is to remove the San-
dinista government "in the sense of its
present structUre;-" but laid he would
not seek to oust the government "if they
say uncle."
He said, "It is not a government
chosen by the people ... we believe we
have an obligation to be of help where
we can ... and we're going to try to per-
suade the Congress that We can
legitimately go forward."
Congress last year imposed a ban on
covert aid to the Nicaraguan rebels
known as -contras" and Reagan has said
he will seek to reinstate the financial
assistance.
Reagan also renewed his calls for Con-
gress to pass tax overhaul legislation this
year, and to summon the "political
courage" needed to enact his program of
spending cuts.
With the Senate embroiled in a
Lewiston man found g
CONCORD, N.H. (AP) — Robert
Bruneau of Lewiston, convicted of
manslaughter in the shooting death of
dispute am emergency aid to cash
strapped farmers, the president told the
nationally televised news conference he
supports a "short-term" program in-
cluding WO million in loans and loan
guarantees.
In addition, he said his administration
would be presenting legislation on Fri-
day "hopefully getting the farm
economy back into the free
marketplace."
"We won't pull the rug out from under
anyone instantly" who relies on govern-
ment programs, he said. But the presi-
dent added quickly, "the government
programs did not succeed. Many of the
problems the farmers face today are the
result of government involvement."
Reagan also repeated his opposition
to a tax increase, saying "that issue was
debated and decided on Nov. 6. We in-
tend to proceed with the mandate he
received when he was re-elected in a
49-state landslide.
The president strode into the East
Room of the White House with a smile
on his face to begin the question-and-
answer session, and read a prepared
statement claiming that 1984 had seen
"the strongest performance in a single
year in the American economy since
1951." with economic growth slightly
under 7 percent.
The Commerce Department's latist
statistics showed the gross national pro-
duct, the broadest measure of economic
health, grew- at a robust 4.9 percent rate
from October through December.
uilty, gets life sentence
his first wife in 1975, was convicted
Thursday of first-degree murder in the
fatal shooting of his estranged second
 10
 , 
 
Stillwater Village
Apartments
Is now renting for September 1st.
ts start at $395 per mont
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• dishwasher
wife.
Bruneau was given a life sentence in
state prison without parole, automatic
on a first-degree murder conviction in
Nev. Hampshire.
The Merrimack County Superior
Court jury of six men and six women
handed down their verdict shortly after
noon in the third day of deliberations.
Bruneau faced the jurors as each was
asked if he was guilty. He showed no
reaction.
Bruneau,. 37, was charged with-
h • was found along a country road in Con-shooting Emma Waters. 37, whose body
• wall to wall
carpets
• laundry facilities
on property
call 8-66-2658
cord last March.
In 1976, Bruneau pleaded guilty to
manslaughter in .Androscoggin County
in the 1975 shooting of his first wife,
Elizabeth, in Auburn, authorities said.
He was sentenced to 7 years in prison_
After his'release, he married Waters.
The couple split, and Bruneau was
charged with kidnapping her in Lewiston
in the fall of 1983. Fearing for her sale-
45, she moved from a Lewiston shelter for
abused women to a shelter in Concord
with her two children before finding an
apartment. He was free on bail when she
was murdered
Bruncau's lawyer, Mark Sisti, tried to
prose he was being framed by two other
men. Joe Baranski and Roger Asselin,
who testified against him. Sisti argued
mlvai the two were trying to protect the
. real killer. He questioned their credibili-
ty, charging both men were drug users.
Assistant Attorney General John
!Malmberg argued that the man Sisti con-
sidered the killer had no motive to kill
Waters. Bruneau's father and sister also
testified that Bruneau threatened to kill
his wife months before her death.
Studies show nuclear
fuel melted at TM!
MIDDLETOWN. Pa. (AP) — Scien-
tists disclosed for the first time Thurs-
day that some nuclear fuel melted in the
reactor core during the 1979 accident at
Three Mile Island_
Aztec Two
Step
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Tickets - $4
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West Market Down Under
with special guest
Los Dos
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with
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March 1st & 2nd
Recent studies of rubble taken from
the core show that temperatures reach-
ed about 5,100 degrees Fahrenheit, said
Harold Burton, TAU project manager
for EG&G, Idaho, a contractor hired by
the U.S. Department of Energy.
Previous examinations had indicated
a maximum temperature of 4,700
degrees.
But Burton and officials for GPU
Nuclear Corp., TNII's operator, said the
melting Of fuel did not mean the plant
was close to a "meltdown." A
meltdown could result in the release of
dangerous radiation outside the plant_
In a prepared statement, EG&G said
it was not clear how much of the core
reached 5,100 degrees, and said further
conclusions awaited additional
esaluat ions.
Burton's announcement came at a
news conference held by GPU to show
television pictures taken for the first time
underneath the core. The pictures show-
ed fist-sized chunks of rubble, perhaps
including some molten nuclear fuel, fell
from the reactor core during the
accident.
The videotape indicated a t hree-food
deep bed of debris at the bottom of the
steel vessel that contains the core.
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Soviets say
'Star Wars'
will increase
arms race
MOSCOW (AP) 
— The
Kremlin said Thursday that if the
United States develops the Star
Wars system it will intensify the
arms race because the Soviet
Union would be forced to build
weapons powerful enough to
defeat it.
"Does the United States think
the Soviet Union will sit idle,
awaiting the results of the U.S.
'research'?" Kremlin spokesman
Leonid Zamyatin said. "Faced with
such dangerous plans, the Soviet
Union will do all in its power to
prevent a U.S. superiority over
itself.
"The Soviet Union would have
to increase the power of its
weapons in retaliation for the at-
tempts of the United States to get
an opportunity to deliver a nuclear
strike with impunity," he said In
an article distributed by the official
news agency Tkss.
Zamyatin is chief of the Com-
munist Party Central Committee's
international information depart-
ment and is one of the Kremlin's
chief spokesmen.
Tass also quoted Andrei
Kokoshin, deputy director of a
think tank called the U.S.A.-
Canada Institute, as saying inter-
national scientists fear a new arms
race if the United States develops
space weapons.
"The other Soviet side, scientists
believe, will take steps to further
develop its strategic systems which
guarantee it a possibility of hitting
a retaliatory strike, " he said.
"Creation of space armaments, in-
cluding anti-missile weapons, will
inevitably lead to appearance of
opposing systems, and that will be
followed by the appearance of
other weapons to deal with those
systems."
Premier Nikolai Tikhonov said
in a speech Thursday that the
Soviet Union seeks general disar-
mament. but ''we are not utopians.
As long as war danger exists ... the
Soviet Union will never allow
anyone to have military advantage
over it,"
But he added, "We are optimists
and we deeply believe that reason
will triumph, that the policy of
peaceful coexistence of states with
different social systems will
become the basis of their rela-
tions."
Thursday's comments were part
of a growing propaganda cam-
paign before the U.S.-Soviet arms
talks, which are scheduled to begin
March 12 in Geneva, Switzerland.
No assertions — that the United
States is out to gain military ad-
vantage and is not serious about
the talks — have been made
repeatedly.
Mikhail Gorbachev, widely
believed to be the Kremlin's No. 2
man after President Konstantin
Chernenko, accused the Reagan
administration Wednesday of
planning to enter the negotiations
without "an honest striving."
Will not ‘.ield to Neu. Zealand demand 
Thatcher echoes U.S. position
WASHINGTON (API — British
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher con-
cluded two days of talks here Thursday
with a stern warning that Britain will
follow America's lead in refusing to yield
to New Zealand's demand to know
whether ships entering its ports are
equipped with nuclear weapons.
"I shall be very disappointed if Royal
Navy ships cannot visit New
Zealand," she said at a press con-
ference. "But 1 cannot answer, and will
not answer, that question."
Thatcher's emphatic statement ap-
peared designed to help the Reagan ad-
ministration quell any notion other
countries may have to fall in step behind
New Zealand Prime Minister David
Lange.
"All our ships are seconded (assigned)
to NATO," she said. "At any moment
they might have to take up NATO posi-
tions and therefore they must carry
whatever is appropriate to their NATO
task.
"And I have no intention whatsoever
f revealing whether or not a nuclear ar-
•
nament is part of their weaponry on any
particular ship," she said.
Langes action several seeks ago has
led the United States to cancel several
joint military exercises with New Zealand
as well as other activities.
Thatcher, whose departure from
Washington was delayed by bad weather
in Britain, also said she had no "ready-
made answers" to the economic pro-
blems caused by the strong U.S. dollar.
The British pound, along with other
Western European currencies, has been
driven to record lows against the surg-
ing American dollar. Thatcher's Conser-
vative Party has blamed America's 5200
billion deficit for siphoning capital from
around the world, weakening other cur-
rencies and driving up interest rates
abroad.
On another topic, the prime minister
suggested that the United States spend
more time talking to Soviet leaders loin-
crease understanding that could aid in
the quest for arms control agreements.
"I found — particularly in my talks
with congressmen — a very, very strong
interest in making a greater effort at
dialogue with the Russians and getting
to understand their viewpoint better,"
she said.
"I do think that if we are to get better
results in arms control talks, we have to
have more dialogue and more understan-
ding of one another," Thatcher said.
She refrained from directly criticizing
the relative lack of contact with Soviet
leaders that characterized Reagan's first
term, just as she refrained during the en-
tire visit from making any overt
criticisms of the administration with
which she is staunchly allied.
The prime minister refused to specify
the advice she gave Reagan and his top
arms control aides during an extensive
White House meeting Wednesday
discussing U.S. strategy in the upcoming
nuclear arms talks with the Soviet Union
in Geneva on March 12.
"It is not going to be easy to decide
tactically how to handle the opening
rounds and obviously, that will be the
subject of very intense considerations
during the coming days," she said.
1985 Winter Carnival
featuring
THE BEDSLED RACE
Saturday, Feb. 23 at 1:00 p.m.
Hilltop Road
$15.00 Entry Fee
BEDSLED EXTRAVAGANZA
Friday, February 22, Bedsled Eve Party
at
BARSTAN'S featuring SOUNDTRAC
9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
$3.00 cover --- $1.00 to benefit
the United Way
Wear a BEDSLED T-SHIRT for
50' off cover
Shirts will be on sale all week
Feb. 23 THE BEDSLED RACE
Live Broadcast from ROCK 100 FM
ALL TO BENEFIT THE UNITED WAY
Sponsors:
DELTA TAU DELTA, ROCK 100 FM & COCA COLA
For more information: Call 866-4909 or 581-4171
Ask for Jon Sorenson, Larry Collins, or Brent Larlee
SPONSORS--$50
Strictly Formal
The Bangor Ski Rack
Goldsmith Sporting Goods
M.A. Clark
Colonial Carpets
The Word Shop
Yianni's
.Barstans
THE RACE IS STILL ON!
Registration Form Available at Delta Tau Delta
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Editorial
Bass-ackward logic
A bill currently before the LegislaturesLegal Affairs Committee would ban happy:hours and similar alcohol promotions in
the state, a strategy- mimicking the law adopted by
Massachusetts last Year. The bill was sponsored by:
Sen. Larry M. Brown, a Democrat from Lubec,
who says the state effectively contradicts its tough
stance on drunken driving by allowing low-price
drink promotions. Brown equates the price specials
with promoting high consumption, a leap in logic
which lies at the heart of his bill's faults.
The view of many lawmakers appears to be that
restricting access to alcoholic beverages is the
solution to the OUI problem. This idea approaches
the problem from the wrong side: it's not drinking
that's dangerous, it's driving. Until the law reflects
this, the only cure for OUI will appear to be
prohibition.
Banning happy hours is an ineffective device to
keep people from drinking and drising. because
cheap alcohol will always be readily available.
Happy hours aren't incentives for drinkers to save
money, they only provide a social atmosphere and
snacks along with the booze. Once banned, a
group of drinkers on the economic margin of
affording bars will turn to the next-cheapest source,
alcohol from stores. They will still drive, perhaps
even more.
Banning happy hours is also an unenforceable
method for preventing access to alcohol, no matter
how much people intend to drink. A state liquor
inspector on duty at every liar would have to
measure the liquid volume of every cocktail, then
apply an arbitrary standard of how much is too
much in one glass, or perhaps determine if the
cost-to-volume ratio is too low for state law. Is a
one quart mug of beer too "happy", or is a ten
ounce pitcher?
In Massachusetts, the reaction of bar owners to
the ban has been to close the bar to customers off
the street, inviting regulars for a private equivalent
to happy hours. They get around the intent of the
law while slaying within the letter, and there's no
way to stop it.
Banning happy hours places an unfair burden on
restaurant and bar owners, implying they are to
blame for their customers' lack of self-control.
Other liquor retailers, including the state, share the
responsibility for making alcohol accessible, and
they stand to gain by a discriminatory law which
regulates consumption by: regulating cost.
The answer to regulating how much a person
can drink at a bar before driving is simple and
already exists. Sersers are legally responsible for
allowing drunk customers to leave with car keys in
their hand, and self-regulatory measures, like
limiting customers to a fixed number of drinks. are
more reasonable methods than state mandates.
After all, it's not a question of how much
someone drinks, or how much they pay for what
they: drink, but only how much they drink before .
getting in a car. /giro „
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A bad movie
On Thursday, Feb 21 at ?p.m. I found
myself sitting in the sixth row — a few:
seats left of center — in 101 Neville Hall
-- to watch the latest movie in the Peace
-Action Film Series.
All politics aside for a moment, the
film "America: From Hitler to M-X"
was a bad movie. I got the impression
that I could have left after the first half,
and not missed anything new. The film
also fell far short of its aim in drawing
connections between the American
military and Nazi Germany. It drew
some interesting parallels to the style of
rhetoric but did nothing to link current
American policies to those of National
Socialist Germany in any substantive
way.
The film did, however, do an excellent
job in pointing out the effects of the ear-
ly misperceptions about the nature of
radioactive substances. It also did a fair
job of pointing out some of the pro-
blems and abuses within the nuclear
industry.
But those were perhaps the films on.
ly redeeming segments.
The film started with about 20
minutes of statements by tabor union of-
ficials to the effect that those opposing
nuclear arms are not by nature com-
munists, and complaining about "red
baiting." The purpose of this could
only be to try to put those who disagree
with them on the defensive.
After the movie's own defensive
period, they set out on a fervent attack
on the military industrial complex.
The attack was at times well done, and
the film raised some valid points (most-
ly in the two segments discussed abovel
but other than that it was labor officials
screaming with indignation, and various
attempts to tug at the viewers' emotions.
There was one unusual and quite off
the wall idea presented near the movie's
conclusion. At least it was one I hadn't
heard before.
One of the movie's interviewees seem-
ed to think that the primary reason for
the build-up of nuclear weapons was to
put down possible internal rebelliqn that
might result from President Reagan's
economic policies.
Now, 1 thOk it is very possible that the
current administration may be co distant
from reality that they may consider and
even use nuclear weapons in in a war, but
to suggest that they would use them —
or even threaten to use them —internal-
ly- is a bit absurd. I wonder which cities
[hey- would decide to nuke first? Myself.
I've always thought Butte, Montana is
expendable.
One of the points the movie seemed
to miss is why it is-not likely that the
defense budget will ever be substantial-
ly reduced. That is the fact that there is
at least one major military contractor or
installation in every one of the 50 states.
When the military budget comes before
congress few: congressmen or con-
gresovomen are willIng vote for a cut
in defense spending that will cut money
going to their constituents.
Borrowing the one to 10 scale of most
movie reviewers, -America: From Hitler
to MX" gets a solid 3.
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Response
when writing
The Mow Campus welcomes ktters to the editor and
cennestaries. Letters should be )03 words or less;
COMMtemarses should be about 450 words. Anony•
Mat WRVS Of COMIIKTIIIPCl and open Mier.
Me wekotne, but names will be withheld Irons
pallecadion only =off special occur,
anima_ The Mom, Camps reserves the
*hi to edtt letters and commentaries
for length, taste and label
Helping the blues
To the editor:
Valentine's Day comes at a
time when the winter blues have
got everyone nearly at the end
of their rope. That's why a holi-
day is welcome.
My. day was especially
brightened when I went to sup-
per at York Cafeteria. was
greeted with white cloth table
cloths and a wide array of some
of their best dishes: I must say
also that the cafeteria bakers
makes the most wonderful
French bread.
Thank you, all the workers in
York Cafrena for your special
touch. You make me feel right
at home.
Sarah Smart
218 Kennebec Hall
Late endorsement
was unethical
To the editor:
The reason I'm writing this
letter is to ask a question of The
Daily Manse Campus staff
responsible for printing the
editorial of Feb.20 supporting a
ticket for student body presi-
dent. The question I have is one
'of timing. As the staff knows.
or should know, the deadline
for campaigning was 11:59 on
the day before voting started
(2.191.
Yet the The Campus took it
upon itself to campaign for a
ticket on the day of the election
(2/20). What gives the The
Campus the right to campaign
when everybody else had to
stop?
I don't disapprove of The
Campus supporting a ticket, I
encourage it. However, even
though the staff is made of
special students that are so
much better than the rest of the
campus population, I think the's.
should have to follow the same
rules as the rest of us.
I expect a more professional
attitude from The Campus. You
should have come out in sup-
port of a ticket before the polls
opened. I feel you owe all the
candidates, and the general
population an apology. You
criticize the students often
enough, why don't you follow
the rules too?
Senator Paul Cavanaugh
456 Estabrooke
Debate team deserves funds too
To the editor:
Extra curricular activities are
important to every college stu-
dent, and also important to a
college. Sports in particular,
which many colleges seem to
put such a high priority on,
serve a very necessary function
in the college scene. Sports give
a college student a sense of
pride in his or her school and
even a reason for young athletes
to attend a certain school.
Sports competition helps put
colleges on maps, but unfor-
tunately it sometimes seems to
take the place of other com-
petitive, non-athletic groups
which could also give our
school a sense of pride.
The UMO debate team, now
a non-functional organization,
was cut from the listing of com-
petitive groups on campus. The
reason UMO doesn't have a
debate team is not because of a
lack of student interest, but a
lack of funds. The few books
and transportation for a hand-
ful of talented UMO debators
to compete at other colleges
seems to emceed the funds of the
UMO budget. Do sports teams
have this problem? It for some
reason doesn't seem to be a pro-
blem to send athletes to other
schools in big numbers for com-
petition. Even the baseball team
with it's 40 or so members is be-
ing sent to Florida, for spring
break to compete in a baseball
meet. Other than just transpor-
tation costs a large amount of
money is spent on upkeep of
our many sports facilities on the
UMO campus. Is there nobody
willing to support a debate
team?
I believe that UMO can carry
their great winning records far
beyond sports. Maybe even to a
debate tournament. How about
a chance?
Blew coverage of big event
To the editor:
And now, the War to Settle
the Score I was very disap-
pointed to find that the eminent
newsman Jerry (Whizbang)
Tourigny neglected to cover the
World-wide Wrestling Federa-
tion heavy weight title match.
As it was, Monday night was a
slow sports night and this was
big news. Big enough, that is, to
interest the over 23,000 fans in
Madison Square Garden and
the millions of home viewers.
The so-called Rock and
Wrestling Connection has
spread across the entire United
States. The Las Vegas betting
lines had Hulk Hogan favored
heavily with odds of 7-4;
Geraldine Ferraro said she
hoped Hogan would win, and
UMO's own supreme pro-
gnosticater, Don Bessey
(although not publicly), ex.
Moralists turn 'blind eye'
on those already living
To the editor:
The issue of abortion seems
to be raging in our paper as in
most other places, and normal-
ly this wouldn't bother me.
However I have not seen a let-
ter which supports abortion for
the reasons I do, and so I am
writing now.
For those people with the
banner of morality over their
heads, the argument seems to be
that the fetus is alive, and
removing it is analogous to
murder. In a twisted way this
may be true. (The medical
world has shown that a fetus
shows signs of life early in
developement.) But I am not
condoning murder, in fact I'm
trying to be very considerate of
the living.
Is preventing the birth of a
fetus into a world where it is not
wanted a murder? I think the
moralists are turning an entire-
ly blind eye to the already liv-
ing who are harmed by their
wonder of life. Every child is
not born to parents capable of
loving, caring, and providing
for their offspring. The child
born to parents at a troubled
time may never receive his
deserved happiness, and may
compound the unhappiness of
the parents in geometric pro-
portions. The, unwed mother
barely able to support herself
has a right to her life too. The
moral activist in Utah may sleep
better knowing the human fetus
is safe; but what kind of life it
is living and what has been
done to the parents he will never
have to face.
People aren't considering the
already living in their schemes.'
"The fetus has a right to life!",
alright! Let the fetus have its
"life" and live among people
who may well resent its having
been born — are unhappy with
its birth. The world is not so
simple that a child concieved is
ready to be accepted and (emo-
tionally and physically) cared
for. To me these are the criteria
on which abortion hangs: if a
child be born let him have a fair
chance at the life ahead of him.
Kurt Anderson
331 Corbett Hall
pressed his expectations of a
Hogan win.
For those who didn't get the
results, due to the ineptness of
the Campus sports department,
Hulk Hogan defeated Rowdy
Roddy Piper. The Scotsman
was disqualified after the illegal
intervention of Cowboy Bob
Orton and Paul "Mr. Wonder-
ful" Orndorf
This report wouldn't be com-
plete if I didn't mention that the
surprise of the night came out
of the audience. That's right,
who should appear but Mr. T.
I know this sounds incredible,
but T entered the ring and was
immediately attacked by Orn-
dorf and Piper. It didn't take
long before Mr. T. was down on
the mat receiving repeated
blows from the two enraged
wrestlers.
Meanwhile, the Hulk was
recovering from the earlier tri-
Chris Quartucci
Penobscot Hall
pie team efforts of Piper and
company. As Hogan regained
his feet, Hulkimania swept the
Garden.
By now the audience was in
an uproar, security guards were
trying to pull the combatants
apart and Cyndi Lauper was
trying to enter the ring. For all
intents and purposes, the match
was OWL
In the locker room wrap up,
Mean Gene Ockerman inter-
viewed such personalities as An-
, dy Warhol, Joe Piscopo, Dan-
ny Devito and Billy Squier. All
seemed impressed by the night's
turn of events. Once again,
Piper made his presence known.
Clad only in a wet towel, he ap-
peared rather irate, vehemently
denying his loss and challenging
the Hulkster to a rematch.
Bret King
414 York Hall
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Sports
Final home games of the season 
Bear skaters to face-off against BC Eagles
Dave %%ensley tabovei and the hockey team will play regular season Hockey
Last champion Boston College this weekend at .Alfond Arena. ilOrk photo)
•
Nike New Balance • Adidas • Puma Tiger- Pony •
All This Week
Goldrush Sale Days
At
Goldsmiths Sporting Goods
Everything In The Store Is
.100/0 to 60% Off
!Everything!
Footwear by
Nike-Adidas-New Balance-Converse-Tiger
Clothes by
Patagonia-Levis-Columbia-Woolrich
York Weights-X-Country Skis-Hockey Equipment
Goldsmiths
Maine Square Mall, Hogan Road, Store Pnly!
M-Th 10-8, F. 10-9, Sat. 10-6
• Trak Ski • Atomic Ski• Outdoor Products • Duotold •
•
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by Jerry Tourigny
Staff Writer
When the UMO hockey team takes to
the ice this weekend against Boston Col-
lege, it will be the last time that eight of
the Black Bears wilVskate on the Alfond
Arena ice.
The Bears enter the weekend with an
5-25-0 Hockey East mark and an overall
record of 9-26-1. The Eagles bring a
league record of 23-7-0 and an °serail
slate of 25-9-1. This weekends games are
scheduled for Saturday and Sunday
nights at 7:30.
Playing in their last home game will
be seniors Rene Comeault, Bruce
Hegland, Ray Jacques,- Joe Jirele, Jeff
Kloewer, Peter Maher, Peter Smith and
sophomore Kevin Mann, who no longer
has athletic eligibility after this season.
With its win against Northeastern
University Sunday, Boston College clin-
ched the inaugural Hockey East regular
season title and has put the Eagles
directly into the semi-finals at the Pro-
s idence Civic Center on March IS.
The Black Bears, who have lost their
last eight league games and clinched last
place, will play the Boston Unisersity
Terriers or the Pros deuce College Friars
in the Hockey East quarter-finals.
"They've (the seniors) handled a tough
situation," Walsh said. "It's tough for
seniors to deal with a new coach in their
•
•
•
•
' except beer & v,,e
last year. especially during a tough year
and with all the talk about the future .
they handled that with class."
This weekend's games will be the se-
cond and third meetings of the season
between the two teams. The Eagles won
the first game on Jan. 27, at the
McHugh Forum, by a 9-3 score. With
that win, Boston College increased its
series lead to 9-2 against the Bears.
Maine surprised the Eagles last year at
Alfond Arena with a 6-4 upset Yictory.
Fans can expect a few new. looks from
the Bears this weekend as Walsh has
made a few changes in the lineup. The
first of which will see Comeault at the
center position instead of on defense.
The senior captain missed last
weekend's games at Boston Unisersity
because of a high ankle sprain that he
suffered on Feb. 8 against the Universi-
ty of Lowell Chiefs. The injury also
caused-him to miss the third and final
game with Lowell on Feb. 9:
Walsh said he made the change
because the defense has played well in
his absence and he wants to see if Corn-
cault can help. the offense.
Another change in the lineup is a
reversal of the Comeault switch. Walsh
will place Mann on defense instead of
his normal left wing or center position.
Walsh said Mann is a very good defen-
- (see BF:ARS page 101
Yiannis
On & Off
vie ‘It" 866-5536 " ca,,,,,.,,
Try Orono's Newest and
Fastest Pizza Delivery Service
We would like to thank you for your past
patronage at our Stillwater Avenue Location.
We encourage you to try that same great
taste delivered to your door or ordered to
take out at our new Park Street Location.
With anything you order we will deliver
anything' from Buy Rite Beverage with your
order.
Store Hours:
11a.m. - 1 a.m.
Delivery Hours:
Mon. • Fri. 11 a.m. -2 p.m. & 5 p.m. - 12 p.m. $
Sat. & Sun. 11 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Call Us For Your Party Today!!!
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Staff Writer
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Women's swim team out to defend N.E title
by Rich Garven
Staff Writer
The UMO women's swim team will be
out to defend its 1984 New England
championship title when it travels to
Springfield. Mass., to participate in this
year's championships.
The meet is hosted by Springfield Col-lege and will be held on Friday, Satur-day and Sunday.
Last season Maine edged out Boston
College, 815-794, to win its fourth New
England championship since 1978. The
Bears went on to finish 14th in the Na-
tional Collegiate Athletic Association
Division II championships.
Head coach Jeff Wren, last season's
New England coach of the year, said that
BC is favored to win this year.
"I think basically any smart money
would be bet on BC," Wren said.
"They'll win a lot of events and they have
the depth to go with it. We're lacking the
real first-place swimmer right now unless
someone surprises us when we get
there."
The only UMO swimmer expected to
be seeded first is freshman Laurie Negri
in the 200-yard butterfly. Wren said the
Bears should also be seeded first in the
200- and 400-yard relays and second in
the 800-free relay and 200- and 400-yard
individual medleys.
Wren said the road experience Maine
has gained this season and the diving
team are key factors in the Bears
repeating as champions,
"I'm hoping that our road experience
will serve us well," Wren said. "We've
been everywhere BC went over to West
Point (to swim Army) and that's a good
truck. After that I don't think another
team in the meet has spent a night on
the road."
Nine of Maine's II meets were away
this season while the Bears also traveled
to California to train over Christmas
break.
Last year the diving team placed four
divers in the top II in the one-meter
event and three in the top six in the three-
meter event. Four of the five divers have
already qualified for the NCAA cham-
pionships, but sophomore Amy...Culver
will miss the New England meet because
of illness.
UMO diving coach Rich Miller said..,—x
there are only two women, one from the -
University of New Hampshire and the
other from Smith College, who should
place head of UMO's divers.
"It gets a little scary when they dive
like this and we're not at the meet
yet," Miller said during lbesday's
practice. "If they all get ho there's no
telling what can happen. There are only
two girls that can beat us if we dive to
our potential."
In a meet against Boston College
earlier in the year the divers placed at
least three divers ahead of the Eagles'
best diver. Wren said it will take about
800 points to win the meet and feels the
divers can score 140480 points in the two
events.
Launch hour. Throttles are at full Navy flying. And no other job promotions and pay increases.power as a supersonic roar sweeps can match the kind of manage- Take off for tomorrow in the
across the flight deck. And you're ment responsibility you get so Navy. With lop-level trainingthe pilot. quickly in the Navy, to help you build technical andThe catapult fin, and G forces The n.viards are then.. WO. managerial skills you'll use forslam you back into your seat. Svc- Around-the-world travel oppor- a lifetime, likin't just settle intoorals later; you're punching a hole tunities with a great starting a job: launch a career. Sec yourin the clouds and looking good. salary 45.419.2110, As much Niin.y Recruiter or
Nothing beats the excitement of as $33.64N1 after four years ns ill) CALL 800-327-NAVY.
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Games will determine playoff spots
Men's 5 to play Colgate two games this weekend
MO center Chip Bunker t above) may not be in top condition this weekend
as he junior has had a recent bout with the flu, tlork photo)
The snow sculpture contest scheduled-10
be judged on Saturday February 23rd is
cancelled due to the weather conditions.
If there are any further questions, please.
contact Bob Lecomte at 866-3528, or
Pam Donovan at 866-3045.
The Maine Campus
Photography Department
is now accepting applications for
Photgraphers:
Sports - Special Assignment - On Call
these are paid positions
for more info contact Tom Hawkins at 581-1269
by Jon Rummler
Staff Writer
— The word is out all over the ECAC-
North Atlantic conference; Colgate
University "is entertaining thoughts of
taking both games up at Orono" this
Saturday and Sunday against the UMO
men's basketball team.
Both games are scheduled at 3:00
p.m. at the Memorial Gym.
This startling relevat ion became corn-
mon knowledge west of the Maine-N.H.
border after the Red Raiders dropped
their 11th conference game 15-16 overall)
in as many tries to Boston University.
According to a Boston area source who
wished to remain unidentified. Colgate
has boasted openly its intentions of
sweeping the Bears,--forcing Maine to
travel to Colgate for the preliminary
game in the NAC playoffs.
UMO would like to avoid the
preliminary round set aside for the
eighth and ninth teams in the NAC and
to do that, would have to improve upon
their 7-16 overall and I-11 NAC records.
UNg0 head coach Skip Chappelle would
like to see a pair of wins to get the Bears
on the right track before post-season
play begins.
"I think there's a pretty big swing here
from finishing seventh and finishing
ninth." Chappelle said Thursday.
"These are very important games. "
The Bears have been playing well as
of late but face an interesting foe this
weekend. According to Kim Bouck, the
assistant Sports Information Director at
Colgate, the Red Raiders are ranked first
in the nation in defense Atm ing a scant
54.6 ppg.
Chappelle is concentrating on his own
team's play this week in practice but had
some observations of a Colgate squad
that year after year stifles even the best
offensive team's output but averages on-
ly 48.4 ppg,
"Colgate is a different team because
•Bears
they're usually first or Second in the na-
tion defensively," Chappelle said.
"They play a patient offense and are
usually the game the entire way. II
they get up on you and they're shooting
well, well have our hands full."
Both team's have key players that are
questionable is far as playing this
weekend is concerned. The Bears center
Chip Bunker has had a recent Win with
the flu and returned to practice Thurs-
day. Bunker saw limited action last Fri-
day during the Bear's 69-66 victory over
Utica College but didn't play the follow-
inn night in the 77-63 loss to Siena Col-
lege. Bob Pomeroy's status is still up in
the air as an infected toe put him on
crutches in the middle of the week.
In the advent that neither Pomeroy or
Bunker can start at center, Steve Smith
will take to the court. Pomeroy started
the Siena game in the absence of Bunker.
Two starters on the Red Raider's-roster
that are questionable are 6-foot-6
freshman forward Eric Jent and 6-foot-5
forward Dave Carts.
Colgate's leading Scorer and re-
bounder is forward -center Bob Bamford
with 13.4 ppg and 4.8 ;pg. Guard Tad
Brown is the only other Red Raider in
double figures with 11.1 ppg.
THE BEAR FACTS
The Boston College Eagles are com-
ing to Bangor nest sear to face the Bears
Nos. 30 at the Bangor -Auditorium.
It's a mcne Chappelle to bring a
Big East, Is y League and other well
known opponent to Bangor because of
the interest generated in last December's
University of Rhode Island contest at the
Auditorium.
In 23 games, Rich Henry continues
to lead the Bears in scoring, rebounds
and shooting percentage. His totals in-
clude 14 ppg, 7.9. rpg and a 56.4 floor
percentage.
,,se toiward and liked what he saw in
Mann's play on the blue-line, when he
played the point on Maine's power play
unit.
"It's a big adjustment mentally,"
Mann said. "I'm looking forward to it.
You have to think a lot more— size up
different situations."
Walsh said he is leaning toward Jean
Lacoste as the starting goaltender
ARM=
Attention Veterans
V.A. regulations require that you verify your
enrollment status on a periodic basis.
Accordingly, the following times and places have been
arranged for your convenience during the week of Feb.25th
through March 1st.
Orono Campus
Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m
Veterans Affairs Office. Wingate Hall
Bangor Community College
Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Student Union, BCC
(continued from page NI
Saturday's game and said he will wait todecide who will go in goal on Sunday
night. Lacoste comes into the Weekend
with a 5.53 goals against average with a
.846 save percent.
Heglanct who ha) missed the team'slast four games clue to a partiallydislocated left shoulder, will be in thelineup for this weekend, said hockey
trainer Phil Mateja.
Jacques missed Saturday's game at
BU with a charley horse but is ready to
play. The team's leading scorer with 13goals and 20 points said that althoughthe team is looking down the road to theplayoffs, they want to win this weekend.
"I want to beat BC," said the
Peabody. Mass. natise. "It would bekind of nice (to win) for the fans and the
seniors. They're a great team. They have
enough talent to compensate if they have
a letdown."
On the subject of the last home
weekend games, Walsh said, "our team
wants to give our fans something positiveto .rTiember because our fans deserveit.
"It's good for us playing a goodteam," 'Mann said. "It can't do
anything but help us for the playoffs. Wejust want to end it good for the fans.They've supported us well."
Following this weekend's action.Maine will complete its regular season 
-nest weekend, Feb. 2 and 3, when theBears travel to Pros idence to play theFr;ars of Pros idence College.
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Chuck Morris
• The men's indoor track team com-
petes in the New England Champion-
ships Friday and Saturday at Boston
University.
Coach Ed Styma said the Black Bears
should perform well, but injuries have
hurt the squad.
"It's a tough championship meet,"
hesaid. "Individual performances deter-
mine how well a team will do." .
Styrna said this weekend's champion-
ship is the last full team meet for the 6-0
Black Bears. He said captain Jeff Sham,
Tim Vose and Ken LeTourneau are the
Black Bears' best chances for scoring.
Shain will compete in the shot put,
Vose will long and triple jump and
LeTourneau will run in the I.000-yard
es cm.
Serf on paperivroa-awiia. which'
always ,doesn't mean much," Styrna
said. "It depends on if everyone has a
good da) or not."
Styrna said Vose should do well if his
ankle injury does not bother him.
"If he jumps as well as he did at
Easterns he has a good shot at plac-
ing."
At the Easterns Feb. 9, Vow won the
long jump with a leap of 23-4. Shain
(56-6 I Stand LeToumeau (2-11.49)also
won their events in the Easterns at Col-
by College.
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Black Bear Roundup
The women's indoor track team travels
. _to Boston College for the Ness England
_Championships Saturday and Sunday.
Coach Jim Ballinger said the Black
Bears finished in the top-ten last year,
—but this weekend he will be more con-
cerned with how well the team performs
and not where they place. "There's so
many variables in a championship
ineet," Ballinger said. "It's hard to
predict where we might finish as a team_
If everybody does well then we will place
high."
Of the 15 women competing for the
Black Bears, co-captain Ann England.
Helen Dawe, Lisa Clemente, Beth
Heslam and the mile relay team have the
best chances for scoring, Ballinger said.
England is the defending champion in
the 1,000-yard run, but Ballinger said she
will be challenged this year. Dawe is
seeded in the top six in the 600.
Ballinger said Clemente is "coming
on" in the 440 and should surprise the
competition. Heslam will compete in the
long jump and the pentathlon. The pen-
tathlon consists of the shot put, hurdles,
high jump, long jump and the half-mile
run.
Co-captain Sarah O'Neil, Caskie
Lewis, Clemente and Davie will also run
on the mile relay team. .
—.%yrna said hurdlers Pete Rooks and
Dan Martin should also do well.
The wrestling team' wraps up its
regular season at 12:30 p.m. Saturday in
the Memorial Gymnasium against the
University of New Hampshire.
__Coach_Nici. NW-pitch UNH 
give the 12-1 Black Bears a tough
challenge.
2nd Annual
Sea and
Ski
with Reggae
Music by
the I-Tones
Friday March 1st at Lengyl Gym
Doors open at 9:00.
Tickets 55" Students
'6" General
Limbo and erotic banana contests
Prizes for best dressed surfer or
beach bum, ski bum or bunny.
"I expect this one to be a war,"
Nicolich said. "Each team is trying to
establish momentum for nest weekend's
New England tournament. It's a key
match for us."
Nicolich said last year, when UMO
finished fifth in New Englands and less
than 15 points behind the champions,
was the first time the Black Bears
challenged for the title.
"Regardless of the outcome Saturday,
the match has to propel us right into the
thick of things for the New England
tournament," he said. "if we go in
with the right attitude this weekend we'll
do just fine."
Wrestling for the Black Bears are
Chris Scarcella (118-pounds), Roger
Baldacci (126), Terrence Patstone (134),
Ralph McArthur (142), Pat Kelly (150),
Brett Seamans (158), Carl Cullenberg
(167), co-captain Tim Hagelin (177), Jim
Durfee (190) and Troy Conquest (heavy
weight),
Bessey's Box
By Don Besscy
Staff Writer
Okay, so I didn't have the
greatest week of my short but
distinguished career last week, but
don't lose faith in your "Supreme
Predictor" yet.
My record last week was 3-2,
with one loss coming at the hands
of each basketball team. The inen
staged a mild upset over Utica, and
the women beat Rhode Island,
which incidently was my worst
pick of all-time_
In hockey action this weekend,
Maine draws a tough opponent in
Boston College. BC has already
clinched first place in Hockey East
which may cause them to let down
somewhat, but 1 still believe they.
have to many horses for the Black
Bears. Bessey's line — BC by two
goals on both Saturday and
Sunday.
In men's hoop this weekend.
Maine has a pair of home games
with C
the nu
the c
won five
jury ridden.
Pomeroy have ow
Maine. Both games will be
scoring as Colgate likes to slow it
down. Ileysey's use — Maine by six
on both nights.
Last week's 3-2 mark brings my
season record to 22-8 (73 percent).
So remember, keep the faith and
keep on betting with Stases.
 •
MASON HILL HOT TUBS
778 State Street, Bangor
(at the corner of Rogan Road)
rent a spacious spa in a private room complete
with the music of your choice.
$2.50 OFF with this ad. One discount
per group on hourly rentals.
expires 2/28/85
2 people 1 hour $15-
$5 each additional person
945-5466
2 people 1/2
 hour $9-
$3 each additional person
reservations recommended
POPPA'S EUROPEAN CAF
HornestYire
Italian
Food!
Fresh Dough
Pizza's
Happy Hour
4 - 6
Daily Drink
Specials
Located in the Middle of the Bangor Mall
•
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Challenges And Rewards
Are Exceptional In Our Expanding
Advanced Technology Environment.
Bailey Conlon* is one 01 0.. fronds Minding suppliers o I distributed some of the foremost pro lession es in the field et control tee hnologydgftel controls. computer systems and steleootcheoart instruments- Bray Controls honchos, as an independent busmen and and peonson for Industrial processes and other applications Over 2-000 of our center within our parent company, Fortune 100 McDermott InternsNETWORK 90 recroprocessorgand distributed control systems are hone. Our unique busmen structure professionals won highin operation worldwele METWOFtK 90 and our other widely respected gents, and fleck rnognston of reverent We also offer com•products Incorporate Stedenedge electron.., communicelons, sotto peeve salaries and. liberal benefits 'Waageware and inetenen technology Continuing growth and aggressive development programs hareAl Bailey Controls, your aseigronvents woe be varied and interesting, created eliciting nreer openings on our orgarnatIon for graduates with..th wont. ocesPortunnes tor broadened enenence worturg aloetgwd. • BS. BA or MS Degree in the following dreciplines
11.7_1 CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
El COMPUTER ENGINEERING
E COMPUTER SCIENCE
E ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
0 ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
0 MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Depending on schotaste background and professional interesis, quelitoad candidates with Rood coons. nicatoon skillsmay boom thesr canters vosto us in wowed the fencing areas
PROCESS MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS PRODUCT ENGINEERINGAs a member or a broom leafft engin...nand programmers participate in
deenneenent and applocaloon of standard softenis products and oneoloaond contract sonware on the heide of industrial preens control and dataas-pulsation systems Assgenents typically evolve problem definitioncustomer interface head installabon and testing. and troublashootel Workis tHsealry done in a standaod 15.90 level language such as FOR RANBASIC C and PASCAL The hardware environment includes rnaonhame
mesComputer and personal compiAen rranutacturect by 19M. DEC_ WandMODCOMP as well as meroprocessorbased Bans products Forego'assignments are available if desired Can progress to Prefect engmeer o.protect manage, BS or MS in CSthErEE
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
After initial assgnments sorvong problems and eshancong existing Designsgilak tadakanly wen product Imes and leannalyse Kunsan endow.clogrtannalog preen, tor Baoleys NETWORK 90 product line ',ammeters
and process analyzers Products-are typocally micropncessor -based aoincorporate advanced semi-custom integrated c meets Includes deter- •design 
ene'reeniRKRs
 onung wane, ponolypetenng and valeatiesSome mocroprocessof experence is essential coop experience ano
senior protect are Strongly Preferred Can acKance to protect engine*,EIS or US in C SZE
CHEMICAL AND PROCESS INDUSTRY SYSTEMS ENGINEERINGCONTRACT ENGINEERING SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENTE rgi neer s apply Bailey instrumentation products to save -haus...kat CrUDems translating CuStOnler reoterements onto control and instrumentationsystems for a variety of processes Calls for excellent interpersonal shills
and salesmanship in dealing 0th assoc ,ates and customer personnelCoo, ses in Ebel roses and Computer Technology are MuS Can advanceto Contra. and Instrumentation system strategisr for a wicle range of chem
-cal and industrial processes BS or MS on ChEiEE
TECHNICAL PUBUCATIONS
Write and prepare spec ofeatoons and instructons for Bailey s NETWORK90 product lone inceporatong nardware and software changes Us•ngiftormatoon gathered from engineers documents schematics ana draw
no as sedan from worlogg van equipment damn' lent and provide direO•tion on supporting illustrations describing personal computer •based eonRana WA wen Well Marketing Commoracations for photography, artwork
and trinualtingeinteuP Some tochnocai ',00long experesces a pius tanprogress to overall responseelny for publocahon preparation BA-or AS inETOCSiCSE
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
As a membe ni a protect team engineers develop contra, products suitabetor eftective manufacturing Includes analysis testing and design enhance-men. or venous mechanical pneumatic or eleclro-rnechaneai controlinstruments as well as documenting deseyn and parteopating in InitialProductional new mechanical produCIS Computer aged design tools willbe used exclusively and Mere will be rrnmectialle training roeliper ate aState-of -Ina -art Computennsion system Can quickly progress to propecrteam leader BS ce MS in ME
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT & SUPPORT
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING
Assist other engineers in analog/Ogee corcurt design usrng OP Amps vanStstOPS olgaal Cs including CMOS ',hens creel.; new electrond.rouit,ton PrOdvbTs.h.Th may
 
"'Mode nsoPOIXOCeSSOrs Will also make yenta,on embryo designs to meet contract specrhcatoons or because of componentobsolescence and solve problems that arise in the factory or helot Will Se,up and run lab tests possibly supervising technician Calls tor problemsolvers able to design circuits Can quickly progress lc prom°, enoiseerBB in OF-KT or other with ',gear nElecrtonics
See us and learn hoer you can begin a rewarding career Qualified Can&dates Sr. also invited to ante to
Faye Owens
Employee Relations
Bailey Controls Company
29801 Euclid Avenue, Wickliffe, Ohio 44092
As a member or a protect team mil design movement and test software for
sophisticated process control equopment Hardware is mtCrOMOCeSsorbased and moduMr Software !ono-tons inctude processing olvgdallanavigtett) regulating nigh
-speed data communications networks and interfacing
re large mainframe computer systems Also helps introduce products re
nulaCluring and assists in initial held installat•On Rev:Noes ?raining or
esPasence in nscrOnocessorimineornputeo assembly language program
ming real-tone operang systems data base management and computernewer-king Some farrookanty oath dgeallanneg cease design and computersystem hardware is deerable noosure to t Pregramming language andUNIX operafing system is a plus Ca. progress
 re Protect made, or groupsupervisor Otto staff engineering BS on C Sit EfEE
SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Will seas, inoestigate and resatve p.00ieins on ex sting designs to gainlankiharity with product fines and lest/analysis ecluemenr also enhanceettranng designs Base assgnment is to design chigitairanabg oPourlry torBailey s NETWORK 90 product tine transmitters or process analyzerstypically microprocessor baseid and incorporating advenCed Semi-customintegrated °muds Includes detailedtleeign stress anarySts ening analysospeolorype testing and validation Some empenence wog microprocessors
essential co-op enperience and a Senor protect are strongly preferredCan advahce to pooled engineer BS of MS on EE
FIELD SERVICE
Engineers pin our Feld Service intenshop Program and learn eccess convol and state-d.thean nvcrce....sso, twchmlogy Inchges classrcom andin
-plant training Field service involves start up initial cornm.moningand maintenance of process centre, in all markets Reouores navel endincludes functions such as installation connullation initial calibrationprecessanalyes testing and 'wrung Mantenance and system performanceevaluation skills are important Must nave good customer relations skillstechnical ability, enthusievus and desire lo work independently Can prodress WI Service Management Sales Marketong Contract Engineetnoand Appleafion Devegpment BS in ChErEE
YOUR BAILEY CONTROLS
RECRUITMENT CONTACT
WILL BE ON CAMPUS
Thursday, February 28 &
Friday, March 1
Bailey Controls
Crossing new frontiers in control technology
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